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In makint this study it necessary to beooiae fai11iar 

with te historical aokground, in order to understonu the 
conditionu that 1ni1uenoe the interiors, The life o the 
people in any oountr is the greutest ractor in the evolution 
of the hoJ!e. The true irìuex of the oharcter of the times, 
the foroe hieh inspired the natiunal tendencies, ami the 
OUstomS O the people are expressi by the type o' home and 

furn1shin e1eeted. 
Ti'e study of :ranoe in the eighteenth century covered the 

periode or Louis XV, Ioui i(VI and uireotorie, while in i.nglnd 
the perious uurin the rel&n of George I, George II, and George 

Tu were tudied. 

In France the taxes were high, beoaue o2 recent wurs, and 

extrevagant expenditures. The reinixig sovereign had uíilimited 
power end coulu levy taxes whenever he wisheu. The bulk or the 
taxation roll upoi the easents. 

The governrnent a8swieu control or the road system, hieh 
brought about oondition. f ovoreole to the circulation o; mer- 
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eAndise, nd specialization in crops. 

Louis V WLtS Ü WOE.ik kind, who ruled or rlfty-nlne yeurs. 

He oared niore ror )r1vte than for pb1io life. There wa an 

over-elaboration Oi ueti1 in the furnishin o' the rooiìs, vihlch 

ha oeoonie siiiì11er and iiiore 1ntimto. His ravorite ritress, 

Z1adanie de ?ompauour, wa an intelligent, beautiful woiìan, whose 

power was next to that of the kind. The l'all of the Jesuits in 

France, the triuiaph of philosophers and economists, may be at- 

tributed to her, he dictated the style 01' dress and deoort1on 

.or tÌu Maduio du £3arry succeeded Madame de Poklpadour; 

she cared nothing for political affuirs, so her influence was 

more iii the line of oostui;e, ana extravagant furnishings In the 

home. 

Louis XVI succeeded his grandfather, he was unassuiIng and 

liked to be a1oe, hi10 urie Antoinette, the queen, was rond 

of oe1u1 life, mashed blle and anbling tables. he became a 

leader of all .urope in her manner of hair uresaing and choice 

of gowns. Elaborate dress held full sway, until the last part 

of the eighteenth century, when areas displayed new tendencies, 

appearing to accentuate rather than ccnceal the human forni. 

The tapestry works or the Gobelins and eauvais, and Ober- 

:apf'a printed cotton factory at Jouy contributeu outstanding 

aecoretive features to the hOiLiS, 

The trade with the Orient created u demand for Oriental 

things, and in the latter part of the oentui'y, the excavations 

at ?ompeIi and Heroulaneum revived an interest lu classical things. 
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Tb 1n;tu$I1.a1 revolution naU very £ortaz rosu1t, -oz 

ot whtoh wer& tiie Alttuslon w the oinerXp of lünd, tht pro 

t;re88 oi: onii inV.i11t1on8, uflu tlke .etwLn 01' inutritì1- 

I 8L, 

The 1,n.ish psoplo begun to travel ttbroed about thu 

or t oigiteerc oenturj and ouz'ie aaìc to n;1and lnsplrd WItk 

Italian Uetail8, or olQioa1 inflw3noeB. 

in the late Georgian Eerio1, ptz'aons of wealtl beg n to ex- 

prei their 1ues in the deooratinj of their hoiiee. One oi the 

ixiportunt featureø uz tZt. correlation betwoen the rrohitootural 

and the novablo furniture. The styles of rurnitur varied with 

the auoentano7 oL' one wueter ueinot-zker after another. r2hß 

120u3e uogui to jo3e3a a uo4xestiO ohereoter, and considerable 

attention wea given to '$i3Lgn, hovtn 000peration boteen the 

iroh1toot cand Ueuozt1ve ¿itit8.' 
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PREFACE 

It is the purpose of this thesis to show the effects of 

the political, economic and social conditions upon French 

and English interiors of the eighteenth century. 

In the study of the interior of the home one must be 

familiar with the historical background to understand the 

conditions that produced the furniture. One sees the char- 

acteristic forms of the Louis periods, and only the social 

background against which they were placed explains them at 

all. Unless one knows the climate, the life, the history, 

the industrial situation in which artist, worker, and capi- 

talist combine to give each his maximum opportunity, one 

never understands the result. What people do, how they live, 

the way in which they thiìk,--these things produce their 

decoration. 

The difference between the furniture of various coun- 

tries is a phase of study which Is especially interesting, 

but often overlooked. For, as our religious teachings direct 

us individually, so do national character ana tendencies ex- 

press themselves through the medium of a country's arts and 

crafts. One definite influence that has inspired a desire 

to furnish some of our rooms in the continental European 

styles has resulted from seeing the furniture in its original 

setting during our travels. But it is to be feared that most 

of us see so much in a short time, during a tour of Europe, 

that it is difficult to reconstruct mentally any individual 
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room that we have so admired in some ola world home. But, 

if we would have a true and. intimate picture of a people or 

of their life at some particular epoch, then study the deco- 

ration and movable furnishing 01' their houses. 

The writer hopes to create a greater appreciation for 

French and English decoration and furniture which have come 

into use in recent years, and to stimulate a desire l'or more 

knowledge of the similarities and differences as reflected 

in the interiors of France and England during the eighteenth 

century. 

ma Mae Wattenburger 

Oregon State College 
July 12, 1935 



TI iCT OF POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL 
CONiITIONS UPON FRCH AND iGLISH 
INTERIORS OF TI EIGITETH CENTURY 

CHAPTER I. 

CONDITIONS AFFECTING INTERIORS 

PART I. POLITICAL INFLUENCES 

The life of a nation is complex, and, in order to 

understand the political influences, it is necessary to 

take into account the various forces acting upon it. 

FRANCE 

France in the eighteenth century was a nation of 

striking political contrasts. Up to the middle of the 

eighteenth century, the influence of the old regime pre- 

dominated, but at the close of the century, france was a 

storni center of revolution. 

The legislative power belonged to the reigning sover- 

eign. New taxes coula be imposed by the king and by him 

alone. His authority was unchecked. Under Louis XV there 

was great recklessness in profitless expenditures, and more 

complete abanctonment to the pleasures which were purchased 

by the burdens and sorrows of his people. Louis XV reigned 

for nearly sixty years, the most respectable part of which 

was the seventeen years under the administration of Cardinal 

Fleury, who had succeeded the Duke of Bourbon. The derange- 

ment of the finances was one of the most important in Its 
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political results. vast national deb was the legacy of 

Louis XIV, but under Cardinal Fleury finances were somewhat 

improved, as he aimed at economical arranenients in the sel- 

ection of taxes, but after his death the country was vir- 

tually ruled by Madame de Pompadour, who encouraged unbound- 

ed extravagance, and every known form of taxation ms im- 

posed. Nearly two-thirds of the gross prouuce went to the 
i 

state. Madame ue Pompadour played such an important part In 

the politics of France under Louis XV that it is impossible 

to pass her by with scant notice. Her power was next to that 

of the king. She was not content with the triumphs of her 

theatre, nor to giving her name to ciresses and fashions, but 

she was interested in all the decorative arts, and set the 

fashion for others. There were Pompadour carriages, sofas, 

fans, porcelains, chimney-places, and headdresses. The 

taste of her age was not pure, but the elaborate decorations 

were all in keeping with this queen of the rococo. 

Madame de Pompadour was the mistress of Louis XV who 

was a weak monarch. he made use of her influence over him 

to further her own ends, and appoint her own ministers to 

power, until her whole life became one of intrigue, of nego- 

tiations, the maintenance of a political role, a public exer- 

cise of power, a control of the interests 01' the nation, and 

of the will of the king, and an Influence on the destinies 

1. Lord, .Tohn, Beacon Lights of History, volume IV, 
page 181. 
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of France and of' Europe. 

The fall of the Jesuits in France, the disgrace of 

ministers, the triumph of philosophers ana economists, the 

most outrageous prodigality which ever scandalized a nation 
2 

may all be attributed to her. 

Feuaalism, in all its social distinctions and oppres- 

sive burdens, crushed the laborer, while those who imposed 

them lived in the capital or the court, and squandered the 

money In every form of excess and folly. 

iíadame de Pompadour was a woman of great intellect, 

tact, and beauty. 3he was both mistress and politician. 

She reigned for twenty years, ana uuring this time threw all 

her influence to those who were seeking to undermine the in- 

telleotual and social fabric, under the plea of liberty and 

human rights. After the death of Madame de Pompadour, Madame 

du Barry became the king's favorite, but she cared nothing 

for political control, and only resented the public slights 

of Marie Antoinette, who chose to ignore her. This angered 

Louis XV, and Maria Theresa, ,ueen of Austria, was f'ced to 

come to the rescue, in order to prevent a posib1e war, all 

because a young girl had ignored the king's favorite. When 

Liarla Theresa sent her daughter to France she hoped that she 

would not become involved in the troubled current of polit- 

ical life, but it now appeared that the Austro-French ahi- 

1. Madame du Barry, page 189. 
2. Lord, John, Beacon Lights of History, volume IV, 

page 191. 



ance was tottering, and the peace of Europe was endangered, 

so Maria Theresa wrote a letter to Marie Antoinette asking 

her to speak to Madame du Barry. This request was fulfil- 

led and harmony was restored, but the utterance was the 

seal of a great political crime, as it meant Louis X1T's 

acceptance of the partition of Poland, and compliance to 

the will of Frederick of Prussia and Catherine of Russia. 

In the last part of the eIghteenth century a new pol- 

itical influence changed the system of taxation, so that 

all citizens were taxed equally, and all property was as- 

sessed in the same form. Fixed privileges to a iew were 

abolished, and the principle of substantial equality was 

established, giving social emocracy to all. 

ENGLAND 

The political history of England in the eighteenth 

century falls Into two great ivIsions. The whig party was 

in the ascendancy for more than forty-five years, but with 

the accession of George III the whig rule terminated, and 

the tory ministry began to gain power which lasted until 

the end of the century. 

Events were leading step by step to the overthrow of 

the whigs. George I became king of England in 1714, and his 

accession was a whig triumph, and the government remained 

1. Z'eig, Stefan, Marie ntoinette, page 56. 
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under the whig party until the accession of George III in 

1760, when he asserted his personal authority and placed the 

tories in po7er. George I and his son, George II, were of 

the House of Hanover, and hau a disliking for English ways 

and manners. They exercised no influence in the cabinet 

councils, and the country was governed by her ministers, 

rather than her ki, a they did ot care for, nor under- 

stand, domestic politics, so the government fell into the 

hands of the whig party. Yith the accession of George III 

there was an end to this state of things. George III was in 

his twenty-third year when he succeeded his grandfather, 

George II, on October 25, 1760. His accession caused general 

satisfaction, a he had been born anu brought up in England, 

and his youth ana respectable morals added to the pleasure 

with which the nation greeted him as the new sovereign. He 

was moral in his conauct and uomestic in his tastes. He was 

dignified, pious, and courageous, having the welfare of Eng- 

land at heart, but he was intriguing, sullen, and stubborn. 

He determined to be master in his own kingdom, and as he had 

been brought up in tory principles, he welcomed their support 

to the crown, but to be able to carry on the government in 

accordance with his will vías the sole qualification for a 

share in the government. Money was needed for the service 

of the country, especially to maintain the navy. The whigs, 

whose economic policy was directed by their desire to in- 

crease the wealth and power of the nation by promoting trade, 



held that the greater taxation shouLì be rawn from the 

land, and fostered the agricultural interest, In order to 
1 

enable lt to bear the ouruen they placed upon lt. However, 

their policy was defeated, which was a serious blow to the 

party. Duties were now laid on importations or glass, 

paper, paints, and taxes on trade for purposes of revenue. 

In the terras of peace between .?rance ano. Englanu, 

Canaua, Nova cotia, an Cape Breton were acquired by Eng- 

land, while .i!rance wa allowed a right of fishery in the 

Gulf of t. Lawrence and on the Newfoundland coast. 

he king's political predouinance was now established. 

His will was law to the ministers, who commanded the majority 

in both houses of parliament. The )eople were satisfied with 

this condition, for they seemed to take no interest in po- 

litical policies, but a period of storm was ahead. Discon- 

tent in the American colonies was growing and the Boston tea 

party created great excitement in ing1and. The general opin- 

ion was that Boston shoulu be punished, as a lesson to the 

American colonies. 

American discontent existed before the reign of George 

III, but was kept in check by fear of a French invasion, but 

when that fear was removed, and England began to force her 

restraints on commerce, and attempts at taxation, the griev- 

ances of the colonists led to the colonial rebellion, and 

the forcing of Great Britain to acknowledge their indepen- 

dence. 

1. Hunt, William, Political History of England, page 83. 
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Dur1n the years of peace following the iunerican rebel- 

lion, En1and. regained her place in the politics of Europe, 

mainly due to the leadership of 7illlam Pitt, first lord of 

the treasury, anu chancellor of the exechequer. He restored 

the public crealt, freed trade from artificial impediments, 

brought the corruption of parliament to an end, and abolished 

many abuses. He was responsible for reducing the duty on 

many articles of commerce between France and England ;hich 

aiminished political ill-feeling and was followed by a large 

increase of trade with France. 

British political institutions differed from those on 

the continent. There was a distrust of French political 

and social experiments in the minds of British statesmen. 

Reform was shelved in England, as the tory majority was 
1 

against any reform in politics or society. ocial and econ- 

omic causes change the relative importance of classes and 

professions till the alu political arrangements no longer 
2 

reflect with any fidelity the real disposition of power. 

PART II. ECONOMIC INFLUENCES 

The economic development involves a study of the cost 

of living, of the types of life, rich or poor, of the mater- 

ials used, and the play of economic forces and trends. 

1. Hayes, C. 3. , A Political and Social History of Iodern 
Europe, page O. 

2. Tecky, E. H. , History of England In the Eighteenth 
Cntury, page 14. 



FRANCE E:' 

In the eighteenth century the chief evil which France 

suffered was the system of taxation. The bulk 01' the tax 

fell upon the peasants, and was so heavy that a large part 

of the population was in need. ;/hile a large part of the 

national wealth was exempt in whole or in part, from public 

burdens, there was no tax from which the peasant was free. 

The king's share in the crop was as large as the owner's, 

and, in addition to this, was the feudal and religious im- 

post to which the land. was subjected. When the government 

assumed control of the highways, to make men labor without 

pay seemed an easy way to complete a job, and in 1738 the 

comptroller-general authorized the use of forced labor on 

public works. The new tax fell almost entirely upon the 

peasantry. Even though unjust, the imposition produced valu- 

able results, for a system of roads was constructed in Franc 

which was not equalled in any other part of Europe. Freed 

from the uncertainties which had threatened them, French 

trade and commerce developed with greater rapidity than at 

any time in the history of the past. 

Under the reign of Louis XV the population of France 

showed a large and continuous increase. The creation of 

the great road system accelerated the pulse of economic 

life. People 'ient more, travelling was quicker and cheap- 

er. The peasants did much more buying, coming in to their 

homes with consignments of linen, hats, and household uten- 



sus, as transportation was cheaper. 9 

At no other time did economic problems invoke such 

widespread. interest. The road. system brought about con- 

ditions favorable to the circulation of merchandise and 

specialization in crops. 

The phrase "industrial revolution" was applied to the 

birth of capitalistic industrialism, while "agricultural 

revolution" introtauced new methods of land cultivation. 

The outstanding achievement or the century was aoolishing 

the idea of letting he land lie lule between to harvests, 

for by rotation of crops the land coula. produce a harvest 

each year. By these new processes of cultivation, tile agri- 

cultural production was greatly increased, which banished 

the fear of famine. 

The population was steadily increasing, and with the 

trend toward urban concentration, industrial developments 

were made posible. Of all the commodities in the market, 

farm produce benefited most, and the country folk were better 

clad, better fed, ansi better housed than they had been In the 
i 

past hundred years. 

ENGLJD 

In order to understand the changes brought about by the 

agricultural-inaustrial revolution, it is necessary to know 

certain facts concerning the economic situation at the niiddle 

1. Gaxotte, Pierre, Louis the '1fteenth, page 315. 
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of the eighteenth century. En1and was an agricultural 

country. Cities were few and rar between. Large quan- 

titles or land were in possession of small holders. The 

cultivation of the land and household manufacturing were 

closely associated. The growth of capitalism in England 

is a fundamental economic fact, and the development of the 

social and political power of capital is an important fac- 

tor. By sheer force of achievement and social power the 

capitalist of the eighteenth century forced himself to the 
i 

level of the landholder. 

The transformation in agriculture which took place in 

England was accompanied by funuamental changes in industry. 

The changes consisted in the rise of the factory system to 

replace the domestic system, because the scale of industry 

had become too large to be carrieu on in the home, so that 

the home manufacturer became an employee of some central- 

ized establishment. The raplu uevelopment of manufacture 

caused its complete separation from agriculture, and the 

application of machinery to manual inaustries completed the 

revolution. A division of labor became an economic neces- 

sity. The centralization of industry an the cultivation 

of land were responsible for a modification of the economic 

and social conditions of the mass of English people. The 

great transformation of industry that became noticeable In 

1. Ogg, F. ., Economic Development of Europe, page 122. 
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England toward the close of the eighteenth century was 

characterized the Industrial Revolution. 

The causes of the industrial revolution and reasons 

why the development caine first in England are numerous and 

complicated, but some favorable circumstances were the rela- 

tive abundance of surplus capital in England, an abundance 

of skilled and unskilled labor, the growing demand for Eng- 

lish goods, and the extension of markets, the control of dom- 

estic industry by merchant-manufacturers, and the rapid pro- 

i 
gress of mechanical inventions. 

The revolution had two important economic results, the 

diffusion of the ainership of land, and the liberation of 

industry and trade. England's principal commercial rival 

was France, and in France the growth of trade progressed in 

the eighteenth century even faster than in England. In con- 

trast with English exports, which were principally staple 

coiiodities, French exports were mainly fancy goods, includ- 

ing silks, laces, wines, and fine woolens. English wares 

were quantity goods--iron, steel products, coarse linens, 

and simple leather .ares generally within the range of the 
2 

relatively undeveloped outlying world. 

The revision of the tariff system and the negotiation 

of commercial treaties were but two of the many phases of 

reform in England which suffered instant check from the 

1. Ogg, F. ., Economic Development of Europe, page 133. 
2. Ogg, F. A., Economic Development of Europe, page 81. 
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outbreak of the revolution in ?rance. The eighteenth cen- 

tury was a period of tremenaous happenings. Great Britain 

had been altered at home from an agricultural into an indus- 

trial country. Abroad, great wars had laid the foundation 

for the present empire. The eighteenth century was a long 

trial of strength between ngland. and France for supremacy. 

This had started by the plotting of Louis XIV, and at the 

end of the eighteenth century, the revolution had produced 

Napoleon. The French revolution was one of the greatest 

wars in which ingland had ever been involved. This lasted 

for a period of twenty-two years, at the end of which France 

became the greatest land power in urope, and England mon- 

arch of the seas. 

PART III. SOCIAL INFLUENCES 

The line of social development involves the nature of 

man's mind, and his spirit or purpose. The relation of 

events to each other, the co:inection which unites them, 

their causes and efects are ciifficuit to disentangle and 

explain, but they are all essential elements in the progress 

of civilization. The social and moral developments are 

closely connected. 

?RCE 

In order to understand the influences in franoe in the 

eighteenth century, we must study French society. During 
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the reign of Louis XIV we think of his renown, his conquests, 

his magnificence, and the literary glory of his time, but 

with the eighteenth century there Is aliuiost a complete dis- 

appearance of government, and the appearance of the human 

mind. The character of free inquiry is universal, religion, 

politics, pure philosophy, man and society, moral and mater- 
i 

ial nature became the object of study, doubt, and system. 

At no time In the history of the world did national 

morals reach a lower ebb than during the regency. Through- 

out society, religion was ignored anu virtue derided, while 

gambling, urunkenness, gluttony, and sensuality of every 

sort boldly faced down criticism and propriety, and made 

decency a thing of the past. 

The social life will be of more interest we 

the custoriis and nodes of the life of the classes which were 

raised above the necessity of manual labor. Llany of the 

nobility were courtiers and pensioners. The government paid 

several millions annually in pensions. Most of the power- 

ful nobles received large uzas in this way, as there was a 

feeling that the government should come to the relief of the 

nobles when in need of money. 

The social life was mainly for the nobility, while the 

lower classes were very poor, and could not keep abreast 

1. G.uizot, Franools Pierre, History of ivi1Ization in 
Europe, page 217. 
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with the upper class of society. The court became a show 

place. IvIanifieence was combined with pleasure. 

At few periods has social life been more charming. The 

art of entertainment reached a high uegree of development. 

In society the upper classes founu alike their pleasure and 

their occupation, and social life was brought to a degree of 

perfection only to be acquired by those who added untiring 

effort to natural fitness. Life was not a round of social 

duties, but of social pleasures. Every luxury wa furnished 
i 

that ea1th could procure. The French aristocracy was 

drilled in etiquette, and the rench people became noted for 

their excellent manners. 

A just idea cannot be formed of the character of Louis 

xv ,vithout considering his modes of life, his social sur- 

roundings, and the barriers of etiquette which enclosed him. 

Madame de Pompadour realized that Louis XV was meant for 

private, rather than public, life, so she transformed the 

court to suit his caprice, arranging a large number of sup- 

per parties, journeys, and select gatherings to which only 
2 

intimate rriends were invited. She had the furnishings of 

his rooms designed to suit his sensual pleasure, decorating 

the interiors viith fine chintz, and paintings or tapestries 

1. Perkins, J. B., France under Louis XV, volume II, 
page 399. 

2. Stryrenski, Casimir, The Eighteenth Century, page i55. 
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of young lovers, and other figures of a kindred nature. 

Madame au Barry the next royal favorite of Louis XV, 

who had no desire but to live in peace as the king's mis- 

tress, and wear ravishing toilettes and costly jewels, to 

have a retinue of servants at her bidding, and to enjoy the 

good things or life. The infatuated old king allowed the 

coffers of the state to become the cash box of the reigning 

favorite, whose extrovaganee knew no bounds, and the money 

of the unfortunate taxpayers was spent by Madame du Barry 

to gratify her personal desires. Jewels, silks, laces, 

superb toilette-sets, costly porcelain, pictures, books, 

and statuary were purchased by a pleasure-loving woman sud- 
i 

denly given access to the royal treasury. In the arrange- 

ment of her houses she adopted the latest fashion in vogue 

amongst the artists of the court, which resulted in a type 

or furniture which displaced the rococo style. 

Louis V was succeeded by Louis XVI, his grandson, who 

had married. Marie antoinette of iustria, a young archduchess 

fourteen years of age at the tine of her marriage. The 

marriage had been the means of cementing the friendship and 

power between 'ranoe and Austria, but no one could l'oresee 

that the royal power was to pass into the hands of a f rivo- 

loua, untrained young woman, largely due to the fact that 

Louis XVI was an ineffective husband. It is difficult to 

1. Madame du Barry, )a&e l)1. 



find two persons more opposite in character than Louis XVI 

and his young bride. He was Inert, slow, irresolute, un- 

assuming, and liked to be alone, while Marie Antoinette was 

worldly, extravagant, pleasure-seeking, self-assertive, and 

quick to make up her mind. Her chief desire was to set the 

tone for social life. Never once did the queen of France 

Interest herself concerning her subjects, nor was she attrac- 

ted by the great political possibilities of France, or in 

trying to understand the age in which she lived. he wished 

to live a youthful, gay, and unmolested life, surrounded by 

extravagant idolization. She was fond of night life, masked 

balls, gambling tables, and was a leader of all the courts 

of Europe in her manner of hair dressing, and 

gowns. Jhenever she displayed a capricious fancy, it immed- 

iately became the fashion. The portraits of the age show 

the elaborate dress and other characteristics of a society 

which has passed. 

In the last years of the eighteenth century, during the 

Revolutionary, Directoire and Consulate periods, there was a 

transformation of French manners and customs. 3ociety was 

Inspired with a desire for coíifort, a longing for enjoyment 
i 

and amusement. Dress betrayed new tendencies. This was the 

period of the turban (due to influence from India) and the 

shawl. Gowns did not have sleeves, but bare arms were dis- 

1. Herriot, Edouard, Madame ecamier, page 26. 
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played, while the shoes consisted mainly of a sole tied on 

by ribbons crossed around the leg. The petticoat and chemise 

were omitted, and many of the gowns were of Greek or Roman 

style. The chief aim seemed to be to accentuate and not con- 

ceal the human forni. Two women of social importance were 

Madame de Stael and Madame Juliette Recamier. 

ENGLAED 

In the early part of the eighteenth century, there were 

few signs of active groith. Religious sentiment throughout 

the first half of the century was uormant or declining; art 

through the same period had no triumphs to record; and the 

poetic spirit waned. Life was trivial ami interests were 
i 

limited. Manners and morals deteriorated, and coarse con- 

versation was fashionable in all ranks of society. There 

was little to refine and elevate, yet England was at heart 

religious, and John .lesley was the leader of a new form of 

religion which was to rouse England to higher ideals, In 

the last hail' of the century trade and agriculture took a 

forward stride and entered an activity which was to give it 
2 

a unique place in history. 

During the reign of George I, his evening parties were 

presided over by his mistresses, the Duchess of Kendal and 

1. Synge, M. B., Social Lite in ngiand, page 285. 
2. Traill, H. D., Social England, volume V, page 2. 



the Countess of Dar1inton. His unfortunate taste for plain 
women made him the laughing stock of the public, as both 

ladles were ill-fitted to become leaders of society. George 

II and %ueen Caroline possessed coiaraon sense and good nature, 
i 

and society set an unusually high value on these virtues. 
The marked characteristics in women's dress were the 

powdered head-dress anu the hoop skirt. It WUS during the 

reign of George III that women's head-dress reached the 

climax of absurdity. This style was introuuced by the 

Duchess of Levonshire, who was influenced by Marie kntoin- 

ette, queen of France. All types of cosmetics were used. 

'Noolen goods went out of fashion, while Inaia chintz, mus- 

lins, and Liutch print calicoes became more andniore popular, 

although France was rLioving in the direction of simplicity, 
but it took time to introuuce these changes into n1and. 
Lace was as popular with men as with women. Men of fashion 

allowed their hair to grow long, tied lt in pitails, and 

dressed it in front with a curl on each side of the head. 

The reign of the cockea hat was drawing to a close, and in 

its place arrived the ancestor of the modern top hat, while 

sombre-hued garments were now beginning to replace the color- 
ful articles of dress. The diamond-hilted sword, the clouded 

cane, and. the suspended muff completed the eighteenth century 

1. Trahi, H. D., Social ngland, volume V, page 137. 
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co st urne. 

The Londoner of the early eighteenth century was a 

stay-at-home person. The expense and. difficulty of travel- 

ling made it impossible for the average citizen to pass be- 

yond the villages surrounding the capital. Polities and 

limited pleasures were the occupation of nglish society. 

The social life of ng1and was influenced by the stan- 

dards of living, the conditions of employment, and the effects 

of poor laws. The laborer deteriorated in his position, due 

to the rise in prices and the loss of common rights, but more 

fortunate results were shown by the great increase in corn- 

merciai and industrial prosperity. social changes were 

brought about cue to the development of a prosperous middle 

class, greater facilities for travelling and the beginning 
2 

of industrialism. 

The highest class still forìied a small society which 

had great political ana. social authority. They carried on 

in vice and frivolity without shame. Gambling was the 

fashionable folly of the aay, while excessive d.rin1ng was 

common in society. Duels were frequent, and were approved 

of by society at large, although condemned by certain relig- 

bus sects. 

The growing wealth affected all ranks of society, so 

1. $ynge, M. B., ocial Life in ngland, page 315. 
2. George, M. D., English social Life in the Eighteenth 

Century, the Sheldon Press, London, 1923, page 69. 
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that the latter part of the century showed a decided growth 

in refinement, delicacy, ana. simplicity, and culture became 

'vide1y diffused. It was about the middle of the century 

that Viilliam hogarth's genius filled the stage as the great 

painter, followed by the golden age of English art, produc- 

Ing Sir Joshua Reynolds, Gainsborough, and George Romney, 

who were responsible for creating an appreciation of por- 

traiture. Much interest was aroused in the natural sciences, 

probably due to French influence, but England soon became a 

leader in scientific investigation. 

Travelling in England became more general as the means 

of communication improved. This wider outlook in travelling 

contributed to an increase of intellectual activity. Many 

travellea abroad and came back to England in- 

spired with French and Italian ideas of architecture and 

hone furnishings, an bringing back many pieces of sculpture 

ana antiques which they used in designing the interiors of 

the home. 



CILA..PTER II. 

YRENCH ITERIOR3 OF TIlE EIGHTNTh CENTURY 

The gradual development and changes in the interior of 

the homes of the French people in the eighteenth century 

were a reflection of the political, economic, and social 

influence of the period. In the first half of the century, 

the style reflected informal gayety, novelty, and intimacy. 

À whole new scheme of decoration and ornament was intro- 

auced. Indivicivality and naturalism influenced by the cap- 

rice of the moment were the general characteristics ecpres- 

sed in the design. The textiles and tapestries reflected 

naturalistic strains of flowers and garlands, the artif- 

icial elegance of dress and other rococo motives. In the 

last part of the century, the style expressed elegance and 

dignity. The furniture was inspired by the dignity and 

decorative quality of the antique. The lines for the most 

part were straight. Veneer, inlay, gildinß, and paint were 

used to furnish a variety of color ana texture. Metal work 

played a big part in the decoration of the furniture. 

The French interiors were smaller and less lofty than 

they had been previously, in order to give a feeling of in- 

timaoy. They were replete iith elegance and a charming 

domestic quality hitherto unknown, avoiding too much dignity. 

Ceilings were of plaster, often embellished with re- 
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liefs, color, and ildings, although in many cases there 

was little ornament beside a modest cornice. The walls were 

paneled with wood, although paneling In plaster was prao- 

ticeci to some extent. ahile rauch of the plaster was exceed- 

in1y simple, and embellished only with restrained carving 

at points of emphasis, the arrangement of the paneling was 

admirably balanced, and the shaping was of distinctive and 

pleasant design. The stiles between the panels were often 

carved with great delicacy. The paneling was often painted 

a solid color and the mouldings and bits of carving were 

sometimes enlivened by being picked out in gold. The panels 

were often painted with landscapes, pastorals, and other sub- 

jects, so that the walls composed a fascinating decoration 

in themselves. 

As the eighteenth century advanced, curvilinear types 

of paneling gave place to rectilinear methods, ana towards 

the end of the century there was a classic revival in deco- 

rative forms, influenced by the excavations at Pompeii and 

lierculaneum. Late in the century, paneling gave place to 

walls of plain surface which were either painted or covered 

with fabrics or wallpaper. The wallpaper was often arranged 

in panel forms with decorative subjects in the panels, but 

scenic papers were also employed. 

The floors were generally parquetry arranged either 

herringbone-wise or else in square panels, the units of 

which were ulaposed so as to form a geometric pattern. 



Carpets with well designed and appropriate patterns and 

coloring were now made to conform with the decoration of 

the room in which they were placed. The most famous car- 

pets were those of the avonnerie which were the carpets 

of state, and of Aubusson, the carpets of luxury. 

In the first half of the eighteenth century rìost of 

the furniture was curvilinear in character and of smaller 

23 

scale than it had been at an earlier date, in order to ac- 

cord with the smaller rooms. Each piece of furniture was a 

work of art. Walnut and oak were the commonest chair and 

cabinet woods, but much of the furniture was made of less 

elegant woods, and painted or lacquered. Later in the 

century, mahogany, rosewood, and other fine woods were much 

in vogue, but painted rurniture always held its own in 

French esteem. 

n essential quality of ?rench furniture which was 

made oi light-colored woods was that the chairs and sofas 

were carefully designed for physical comfort, as well as 

grûce of line, while the oabinet-work was designed for 

elegance and convenience. The comfortable chairs, with 

good elbows, were easy to carry about. Other pieces of 

furniture were the oergere, the marquise, the poudreuse, 

beds without posts, beds a la duchesse, and a la polonaise, 

big chests of drawers, and a whole regiment of tables,-- 

night table, card table, afternoon tea-table, and the work 
i 

table. All were designed for various purposes, so that these 
1. 

Gaxotte, Pierre, Louis the Fifteenth, page 320. 
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small tables constitute a special characteristic of eighteen- 

th century French appointments. In decorative furniture the 

favorite pieces were the great commodes with swelling fronts, 

the more formal medal cabinets, and the long writing tables 

with drawers. 2 special piece was the console table with 

the marble top. 

Fabrics, such as needlework, brocades, silks, and dam- 

asks, were lavishly useG, not only for furniture coverings, 

but also for wall hangings and curtains. Printed linens of 

exceptionally beautiful color and design were widely employ- 

ed. Chairs and sofas whose frames were exquisitely carved 

were covered with rather simple materials, in order not to 

detract from the beauty of the carving, while plainer chairs 

and sofas were covered with handsome fabrics, the finer 

pieces often raade by the tapestry works of Beauvais. 

3TYL OF LOUIS QUIN 

Louis XV, 1715-1774 

This period is of inestimable value in working out our 

national and personal problems wherever our ideals touch 

this great era of art which was aevoted. to sensuous beauty. 

seldom in the history of the world has there been greater 

exuberance of inflated wealth than that which prevailed 

during the early period of Louis XV. i1he first eight years 

constituted the Regency, then caine the rococo phase, which 

means "rock and shell." In the beginning of th eighteenth 
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century France must be accepted as assuming a position of 

leadership In matters of decorative style which France main- 

tamed during the whole of the eighteenth century. These 

have been followed so enera11y that they may be regarded as 

representative of the French manner. The ro,ral Gobelin manu- 

factory was famous for its decorative tapestries, portraying 

the influence of court life, or the characteristics of the 

reigning sovereign. The mental and moral qualities of 

Louis XV were recorded by Francois Boucher, the court painter, 

In his paintings and tapestries. Louis XV was a nervous, 

pleasure-seeking man, who lacked psychical ener, and could 

not keep his attention on the routine business of state. As 

a result he suffered from inertia and ennui. The most suc- 

cessful antidote for this was sex excitement. It was there- 

fore part of the business of Boucher to provide thrills and 

tremors which would Interest the king. The subjects he de- 

picted in his paintings and tapestries were suggestive half 

nude men and women, intoxicated cupids, and lascivious 

erotes. These tapestries were uesined to rit into speoial 

type of room, which must harmonize with the furniture and 

the spirit of the place, anu tapestry became decorative in 

character. Up to the eighteenth century tapestries were 

only used in great state halls. The only small scale pieces 

were bench or cushion covers, but the habits of Louis XV 

introduced, the fashion of intimacy. The setting had to be 

reduced to a smaller scale, anu the result was moderate 
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sized rooms. Madame de Pompadour now beßan to control 
taste, and the tapestry designers had to create the fein- 
mine and frivolous style of the boudoir. Dignity made way 

for charm; ideas gave place to entertainment; straight lines 
i 

relaxed to curved lines. Nothing could be rigid, heavy, or 
commanding, but inviting, seductive, exquisite, and light. 
Rooms had to attain luxury by delicacy and fine detail. 
Colors were produced in pastel and neutral tints. There was 

an intimate relation between the tapestries and architectural 
setting, and it is only in such surroundings that the tapes- 
tries of Boucher appear to avantage. 

About 1720 Louis XV dispatched an embassy to the mperor 
of China with goods of rare value. The Emperor was cordial 
in his reception of the king's messengers and returned mag- 

nificent gifts lavishly decorated. This incident rendered 
the Chinese style tashionale in the upper circles of France, 
and for sorne time thereafter French textile designs displayed 
Chinese vases, scenery, and figures. Â great amount of lac- 
quer work was imported and copied. Many tapestries were de- 
signed for the Beauvais viorks in the oriental taste. The 

interests in the Orient were also increased, due to intel- 
lectual curiosity about unfamiliar things, ana the importa- 
tion of tea into Europe, but with the advent of the eighteen- 
th century, a desire for novelty was a chief motive for 

1. Ackerman, Phyllis, Tapestry, The Mirror of Civilization, page 280. 
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French interests in Chinese importations. Anything that 
could stimulate, or relieve ennui, was greatly prized. This 

was a period when caprice and a taste for all that surprises 
and amuses the eye reigned supreme. ttChinoiseriest? were to 

be found among the majestic articles of furniture, ãue to 
the craze for Chinese and .Tapanese objects, especially por- 

celain, lacquer, and figured wallpapers. 

Iiadame de Pompadour owned stock in the Gonipagnie des 

Indes, and had an economic interest in Asiatic cargoes, and 

she helped to create a demand or things from the Orient. 

The word apartment at this time meant a complete suite 
of living rooms, and each room had Its own special decora- 

tion and co1orin. The apartments of Ladame du Barry at 
Versailles formed a series of boudoirs, each of which seemed 

more elegant than the other. The chimney-piece in the salon 

was adorned with a magnificent ci "around which a world 

of porcelain figures disported. themselves." There were two 

conmodes of priceless lacquer which had not their equals in 

Europe. A beautiful piano, the work of Clicot, 'rith a case 

of rosewood, exquisitely inlaid ana gilded, stood in one 

corner of the room. "The most exquisite objects of art, 
marvels of upholstery, bronzes, marbles, statuettes abounded 

In this asylwn of voluptuous pleasure. 
i 

of luxury.t' 

1. iviadame du Barry, page 191. 

It was the last word 
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The French interiors were exDressions of extravagance. 

The walls were often done in handpainted scenes. Thick- 

piled French carpets of ubusson or avonner1e, or oriental 

carpets, covered the floors. Draperies were profusely used 

and the designs by Antoine íatteau became exceedingly popu- 

lar. His ladies were depicted in fashionable attire, and 

dainty landscape scenes were presented. 

Draperies had previously been hung at doorways for 

utilitarian, rather than decorative, reasons, but with 

Louis XV style came an over-elaboration of detail in the 

general furnishings of a room, and the draperies followed 

the same spirit. The valances were cut in the form sug- 

gested by the rococo tendency of the times, anu beneath 

these extravagant valances other uraperies were gathered in 

innumerable folds of a complex character. In many cases 

light draperies were draped over the valance, and sometimes 

the valance and curtain were combined in one. ven the 

bottom of the chairs were draped. It haì been said the 

lack of precise balance in the use of ornament is a distin- 

guishing mark of Louis V style. Asyxuetric feeling was in- 

troduced during the Regency, anu later, under the leadership 

of Meissonnier, all attempts to have the design alike on 

both sides of a given center were abandoned, due to the in- 

fluence of lacquers, porcelain and printed papers from 
1 

China. Nevertheless, though the details were aifferent, 

1. Felice, Roger ae, French Furniture under Louis XV, 
page 35. 
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the effect of balance was retained by skilful arranenient of 

unlike sections. Ornauiental bronzes were much in evidence. 

Corners of furniture pieces were ornamented in bronze; panels 

were decorated In great profusion, and exquisite mantel orna- 

ments, clocks, vases, and candelabra were found on all sides. 

Some furniture was almost completely covered with bronze work 

and wood carving was abandoned for this form of uecoratlon. 

Charles Cressent, famous in this period as the greatest 

maker 01' furniture, used riot only bronze or ormolu decora- 

tions, but tortoise shell and marqueterie of the finest char- 

acter. Probably the rococo spirit was carried to its best 

expression by Messonier, who was designer to Louis XV. His 

interpretation of the rococo style became fashionable about 

1730. 

ialls and ceilings were decorated profusely with female 

faces and forms, costumed and in the nude, by 3oucher, 

Viatteau, Gravelot, and Bouchardon, Inspired by the sensuous- 

ness of Louis XV. 

Glass chandeliers were of the most gorgeous character. 

Huge mirrors were hung, not only for wall panels, but for 

ceilings, cut up and. surrounded by mouldings. 

The Louis XV upholstereu armchair was perhaps the most 

characteristic piece of furniture produced, being both 

elegant and graceful. The structural lines were curved, 

while the frames were elaborately carved. The arms were 

short and flaring, and joined to the seat by means of grace- 
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fully curved supports, in order to accomodate the bouffant 

feminine costumes of this period. The cabriole 1e usually 

terminated in scrolled leaf or dolphin head feet. The chief 

domestic characteristic of the Louis XV period was the multi- 

plicity of little rooms destined to conversation, play, and 

music. 

It was dur1n the reign of Louis XV that Madame de 

Pompadour furnished an entire apartment at Bellevue with toile 

de Jouy. bout the middle of the eighteenth century fashion 

turned its attention to the cotton fabrics that were being 

brought into the country by vessels plying between the shores 
i 

of France and the Far ast. These were fine India cottons, 

dyed or painted, and used for furniture coverings, draperies 

or dressing gowns. 

The French artisans decided to copy the imported fabrics 

by printing the design on the cloth by means of engraved 

blocks. The materials produced in the French workshops were 

less costly than those imported from India, and all classes 

bought imitations to such an extent that manufactures of 

silk, velvet, drapery, trimmings, and tapestry protested so 

vigorously that they persuaded Claude Lepeletier, comptroller- 

general of finance, to prohibit the importation of India fab- 

rics and to suppress all French workshops for the production 

of printed cottons. This was the Edict of 1686. As a result 

the industry was driven from France, but developed in England, 

i. Clouzot, Henri, Printed and Painted Fabrics, page 1. 
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3witzer1and, and Holland, and at the beginning of the 

eighteenth centurj printed fabrics were ¡uore common than 

ever. The wives of the commissioners boldly paradeu their 

printeu cottons. It was no longer a question of cheapness, 

which caused the popularity of printed cottons, because a 

beautiful Persian print cost niore than a piece of silk. The 

questions of smuggled fabrics became a national problem, and 
i 

France removed all prohibitive measures in 1759. Many tac- 

tories oDened in France, but the factory of Jouy, founded by 

Christophe-Philippe Oberkampf, at Versailles, was, without 

doubt, the best in France. Exceptional taste uistinguished 

the Oberkaxnpf patterns, fast ayes were used, ana tiie material 

was a superior uality. They were known as toiles de Touy. 

i?rom 1775 to 1780, the works produced large furniture uesigned 

for the royal hateaux. The pineapple and lilac met with 

extraordinary success. In 1Th1 copper plate prints made 

their apearanoe. These were engraved with miniatures, 
2 

mignonettes, and delicate olc designs. The colors took on 

the appearance of silk, due to the manner of engraving. The 

invention of the roller Drintin machine in 179'? modified 

the decoration of the fabrics, anu small patterns were 

adopted. The most sifted and prolific or the decorative 

painters of the eighteenth century was Jean Baptiste uet who 

1. Clouzot, Henri, Painted and Printed Fabrics, page 6. 

2. Clouzot, Henri, Painted and Printed Fabrics, page 30. 
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was chief designer of the manufactory. The revival of the 

vogue for printed cottons in recent years is o.ue lìrge1y to 

the appreciation of artists for the designs of Huet. There 

would seem to be something lacking in the eighteenth century 

were it not for the manufactory of Jouy, with the brilliancy 

of its glazed chintz and t'ne gaiety of its prints, strewn 
i 

with riobons and flowers. 

The first quarter of the eighteenth century was marked 

by the slackening of the tapestry works at Beauvais and at 

the Gobelins, but with the appointment or Jean-Baptiste Oudry 

as artist and administrator, they 'iere restored to their for- 

mer activities, and the Gobelin tapestry manufactory continued 

to be the model for the rest of urope. 

Louis XV considered he had fulfilled his duty to poster- 

ity by bequeathing the Gobelin manufactory the memory of his 
2 

hunting exploits. seats and backs of armchairs, sofas, cush- 

ions, and screens were covered with tapestry ox' this type. 

3eauvais tapestry ¡ilth designs of flowers, ribbons and pas- 

toral scenes, was probably the costliet textile in use. 

Needlework, gros point, and petit point were a fashionable 

pastime. 

The furniture of the Louis XV period was an expression 

of a frivolous and voluptuous period, marked by a passion for 

1. Ibid., page 44. 
2. Muntz, Eugene, A Short History of Tapestry, Cassell and Company, LLnited, 1885, page 308. 
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pleasure from the most delicate intellectual and social ae- 

lights to unalloyed debauchery. The polished and corrupt 

society was a small minority in the mass of the nation, and 

it is to the lower middle-class and peasantry that we are 

inebted for furniture with beauty of line an material, 

soundness of construction, and originality of decoration. 

The Louis XV style of furniture was a return to comfort and 

intimacy. The size was reuuceu to a scale proportionate to 
i 

human stature, and more adaptable and comfortable. The style 

was graceful in character, and not masculine. 

STYLE OF LOUIS SEIZE 

Louis XVI, 1774-1793 

The Louis XVI style represented the decline of natural- 

15m and a return to the classic. The notable feature ot 

Louis XVI was the return to the straight line. The excava- 

tions at Herculaneu.m and Pompeii in 1755 brought all the 

decorative art of the Romans to light, and there was a de- 

mand ror furnishings in the Greek style. The cabriole leg 

in furniture retired in favor of the straight su)port; 

ornament was once more bisymmetrio, and 'the principle char- 

acteristics were classic, with restraint in line anu orna- 

ment. Louis XVI pieces of furniture give an impres1on of 

1. Felice, Roger de, French Furniture under Louis XV, page 
El. 
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grace and beauty as a result of their perfect proportions 

and sense of suitability in the ornamentation. There was a 

well definea effort to purify decoration, which had run the 

limits of extravagance. 

Lis to details of Louis XVI style, it may be said to be 

rectangular in principle. ¿traiht lines and the simplest 

curves replaced the reversed curves and flowing scrols and 

give the keynote to the style. 

Flat surfaces of walls and furniture, always uecorated 

during the previous period, were now left in the form of 

plain, rectangular panels, surrounded by mouluings, in place 

of irregular panels encrusted with ornament. The corners of 

the rectangles were usually broken, and often there was a 

medallion or painting inside, somewhat in the Pompeiian 

manner. 

lLarle L.ntoinette, queen auring the reign of Louis XVI, 

desired a place here she could give free reign to every 

caprice and persuaded the king to give her the Little Trianon, 
i 

where she coula amuse herself. This villa was of neo-clasalo 

style. Lili the rooms were decorated with a light delicate 

touch. The boudoir became the most important room in the 

house, a place 'or pleasant, intimate gatherings. The hang- 

ings ere of soft silk, the colors delicate, the furnishings 

costly and coquettish, the paintings the most select pro- 

i. Zweig, Stefan, Marie Lintoinette, page 104. 
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ducts of the eighteenth century. il1 was conducive to the 

spirit of playfulness. Marie ntoinette became so fascinated 

by the ease of her informal life at Trianon that her court 

duties became more and more irksorae to her. Here her idle 

spirit found occupation in readorning and renovating her tiny 

realm, but the garden interested her rost of all. Marie 
i 

ntoinette wanted a tTntura1" garden proauced in an arti- 

ficial way. The pastoral scene was made more natural by the 

adaition of genuine peasants, livestock, and farms. .3heep 

were leì to pastures by ribbons 01 blue silk t1ec around 

their necks, and Marie Antoinette wore simple cresses of 

thin muslin, thus creating a ciemand for shepherdess costumes 

and pastoral scenes. Ue la Londe published a book during 

this period, which he called "The Classic Taste." He util- 

ized the bow and quiver, the urn, lyre, garland, and ribbon 

in iany f oms. 

Le Prince was particularly fonu of pastoral scenes, 

groups of big pots, shepherds, bird cages, trowels, gr1ands 

of roses and doves, inspired by the queen's interest in her 

garden. 

In textiles we find ribbons and stripes intermingled 

with flowers, unding ribuon anu feathers, lyres, columns 

and heads of Minerva. Madame Pompadour set the fashion for 

stripes, but Marie Antoinette sprinkled her stripes with 

flowers and ornaments. 

1. Lweig, tefan, Marie Antoinette, page 109. 
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It was difficult to find the dividing line between beds 

and sofas. ?requently the head and foot boards were of equal 

height and exactly alike. The bed was placed with the lone 

side along the wall, with a canopy over it. They were some- 

times upholstered, sometimes lacquered, frequently gilded or 

all 'ihite, and paneled with caiìe, or left in natural wood, 

ornsmented with gilt, bronze, or ormolu. The beds were 

usually curtained. Muslins, jrints, and si1k were profusely 

used for curtains which were trirnmeQ with cords and. tassels. 

Cornices were used gilded and lacquereú, or white and gold. 

The commode became popular and was often made of mahog- 

any or amaranth wood. The console or pier table held its 

place, but was composed of straight lines, with fluted legs, 

t apered. 

Luring this period the extension table was introduced. 

iining room chairs frequently had cane backs, or were covered 

with material to match the walls. 

Low ottomans were introuuced and while all kinds of car- 

pets were utilized, Moquettes were the most popular. 

The vogue or classicism blossomed in full beauty ãuring 

the reign of Louis XVI and his queen, Mrie Lntoinette. It 

is the embodiment of symmetry and grace, and the development 

of artistic excellence in French ciesign. 

The rooms were now better arranged. The architect was 

continually takin' the sculptor into lus confidence, nd not 
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the sculptor alone, but the painter, the cabinet-maker, the 

upholsterer, the gilder, the pottery dealer, the iron worker, 
i 

and the goldsmith. In the aays of Louis XVI art was a nec- 

essity, a table, a chair, a chest of urawers--all bore wit- 

ness to its influence. Less space vì'as given to niere 1spiay, 

rooms were more home-like, more easily accessible, and there 

were plenty of smaller rooms, cheerful and cozy, rooms one 

could live in and feel at home. Panels of wood, painted in 

bright colors, outlined with slender ruouluing, left wider 

spaces for tapestries, where masterpieces of Beauvais, 

Aubusson, Gobeline, and Savonnerie viere uisplayed. 

DIRECTOIRE STYLE 1795-1799 

(A style of classic simplicity) 

The period known as Directoire was a brief period of 

classic revival rolloing an era of decadent luxury that was 

brought to an end with the overthrow of Louis XVI. 

It ever political events governed the trends of fashion, 

this was true of the Directoire. Under the monarchy the arts 

were patronized ana fashions were dictated by the wealthy and 

cultured classes. During the Directoire the arts were under 

the control of the common people, whose minds were full of 

revolutionary frenzy and hatred for the olu redime. They 

rejected anything pertaining to aristocracy or royalty. 

1. Gaxotte, Pierre, Louis the Fifteenth, page 319. 
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Their first impulse was to destroy, and many priceless 

tapestries and furnishings were despoiled as emblematic of 

the old government. Vlhen the tearing down process halted, 

a new style of decoration which suited the political condi- 

tions was adopted. 

The thene of the day was 'tLiberty" and 'quality." 

There was a great demand for symbolic aevices, and the new 

freedom was expressed in aecoration by means of such motifs 

as: the Phrygian Cap of Liberty, the tn-colored cockade 

of the Republic, the Compass of Liberty, the Torch of Free- 

aom, the Level, and the Fasces. 

Economy was an influential factor in Directoire decora- 

tion. Ornateness and intricacy of design gave way to a 

simplicity hich a.proached austerity. Flowing curves gave 

way to straight lines, and the textiles of the day relied on 

their beauty of fabric rather than on their design. 

The designers of the Directoire period were the same 

skillea men who created the delicate motifs of the Louis XVI 

period. The painter, i)avid, was the chief cJ.ctator of style, 

and the architects, Percier and Fontaine, received his in- 

fluential backing. About this time a new influence was in- 

troduced, as a result of excavations at Eerculaneuiu and 

Pompeii. The discovery of these builaings and treasures 

contributed the Greek influence which furnished the highest 

expression and refinement of the Directoire style. The 
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simple forms of Greek art found a ready acceptance by the 

people of irance. Egyptian patterns, such as the nthemion 

and the sphinx, were Incorporated in Directoire decoration. 

The Roman influence was also imported and continued under 

Napoleon in the Empire period. The Arectoire periou lasted 

only four years, followed by tht Consulate, vhich merged into 

the Empire. This was too short a period to produce any 

particular style. 



CHJiPTR III. 

LìGLISH INTERIOR3 OF THE iIGIEETH CE1'TtJRY 

GJiORGLN PERIOD 

The Georgian period of the eighteenth century was 

during the reign of George I, George II, and George III. 

Queen Amie, ày1n without heirs, was succeeded by her cousin, 

George I, Elector of Hanover. He disliked English ways and 

English manners, as they were strange to him. He took very 

little interest in the affairs of the country, and as his 

wife was divorced and living in a castle in Germany, there 

was very little change in the home life which could be 

attributed to him. 

George II who succeeded his father spoke English with 

a strong accent, and was decidedly foreign in his tastes. 

In all parts of the country a decided interest in 

gardening was developing, ana landscape gardening was tak- 

ing the place o the formal syninetrical garden. The clip- 

ping of hedges in fantastic shapes was abolished, the flower 

beds laid out in geometrical forms gave viay to ntur1 

beauty, ano. growth in the gardens. 

In the early part of the Georgian period an Italian 

classical style of architecture cane into favor, as people 

began to travel abroad, and came back inspired with ideas 

purely Italian in feeling. The result was an increase in 
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the size of the rooms, and as the century aàvanoeu the 

palatial type of interior gained in popularity. Rooms 

were placed to lead into one another, thus increasing the 

idea of spaciousness. 

The greatest exponent of the palatial interior was 

probably 3ir John Vanbrugh. His idea was an atmosphere of 

dignity ancA magnificence, which he obtained by vastness of 
i 

proportion. His work reflects the national temperament of 

the period. The materials used in the rooms were mostly 

stone, marble, or plaster; if wood paneling was used, it 

was generally painted. 

.i11iam Kent was a very fashionable designer, who was 

noted for his mural paintings, as well as designing inter- 

iors. Other men who contributed designs for this period 

were Izaac Vîare and Abraham Swan. 

ì)uring the middle of the eighteenth century the gen- 

eral tendency was to sacrifice comfort and homeliness in 

order to obtain rooms of vast and massive proportions, until 

ir Jilliam Chambers, a promient architect of this period, 

influenced the building of more aomestic types of architecture, 

showing a French influence, due to his having visited France. 

'good paneling fell into disfavor in the early part of 

the century aue to the Italian style, and in the second half 

1. Hayward, Charles H., English Rooms and Their Decorations 
at a Glance, page 225. 



of the century because of the increased use of wallpaper. 

The finer paper canie from China, and was designed with non- 

repeating patterns. 

Stone or marble staircases gained in popularity, and 

the light hand-rail, supported by balusters of wrought iron, 

often extendeu froni one floor to another. 

In the interior of the homes oak furniture was going 

out of fashion, as George II had ordered the staircases in 
i 

his country houses to be constructed of mahogany. Chairs, 

tables, and other pieces of furniture were now made 01' ma- 

hogany. The interior of the houses was plain, often no 

curtains to the winuows, anu it was not until the late part 

of the eighteenth century that carpets were used on the 

floor. Harps were found in the homes, but no piano, writing 

tables, nor bureaus. 

The kitchens were moderate in size, but kitchen ranges 

were unknovn at this time, while all the cooking utensils 

were clumsy. 

The English people were very hospitable, always insist- 

in upon guests staying for meals. The table linen was very 

white and clean and the plates were immaculate. The lady of 

the house always did the carving, it being a part of her 

education to know how to carve correctly. The meal was 

1. ynge, M. B. , Social Life in England, page 289. 



followed by toasts after which the ladles retired, leaving 

the men to urink their fill. 

anc1ng, drinking, card-playing, dining, and hunting 

took up a large share of the men's thoughts. There was 

little to refine and elevate at this time. 

The late Georgian period was known as the Golden ge of 

nglish furniture. Instead of adopting the fashions set by 

the court, persons of wealth began to express their own 

tastes in the decorating of their homes. The result was the 

production of furniture with ideal beauty of line and propor- 

tion. A feature or the late Georgian period was a correla- 

tion between the architectural and movable woodwork. 

It was not until Chippendale's time that the Georgian 

period may be said to have really begun. ?rorn that timo on, 

the Dutch elements passed away, and nglish furniture passed 

through periods in which the French rococo of Louis XV, 

Chinese and Gothic elements, and finally classic and Louis 

XVI features becanìe successively paramount. 

new style of furnishing interiors arose. It was simple 

and dignified, based upon curved lines and entirely admirable 

upon its insistence Upon forni. The cabriole-shaped support 

with claw-and-ball or paw feet was a salient feature. Chairs 

again changed their character completely. They had hooped 

uprights and. vase, or fiddle shaped aplats curven to support 

the back, beauty and comfort being combined in the design. 
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About 1720 mahogany began to supersede walnut as the 

fashionable material. The furniture which had prevailed 

ãuring ',ueen Anne's reign no longer satisfied the govern- 

ing class, whose taste inclined to ostentatious magnifi- 

cence. The basis of design was classical, the manner 

baroque. 1asks and acanthus scrolls were favorite orna- 

ment s. 

About the midule of the eighteenth century a fresh 

wave of French fashions, produced an Anglicized version 

of the rococo style. It was romantic in conception, and 

capricious in the manner of its working out. It banished 

the straight line and made asyimetry a cult, due to Chinese 

influence, while it sought its ornament in conventionalized 

renderings of natural forras. 

Nothing is more typical of this period than the plain 

smooth cabriole leg, which is the cultured expression of 

the chair-maker's art. Numbers of chairs were made for 

special purposes during the first half of the eighteenth 

century, the desire for originality eveìi extending as far 

as the aesigning of chairs intended for straddling, instead 

of sitting in the ordinary way. .7e .'ind a marked tendency 

in the first ha1: of the eighteenth century toward special 

types of furniture. We have the easy, or wing, chair, the 

writing kair, and the straddling chair. The artistic merit 

of old furniture lies in its design, and this is especially 

important in its connection with chairs. If it were not for 
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tuis factor En1ish chairs coulu not possess the grace and 

elegance that made them beautiful examples of the eighteenth 

century. 

The eighteenth century reverted to the old idea of 

treating the ceiling as one large flat surface with low re- 

lief ornament. Abraham Swan ceilings are of the discursive 

and rococo type, while the Brothers Aaam introduced a more 

geometrical Qesign replete with delicacy and refinement. 

still another type which came into vogue was the painted 

ceilings associated with the names of Verrio, Thorn.hill, 

and ngelica Kauf fmann. At a later part of the period the 

painting associated with Angelica Kauffman's name was of 

much more delicate character and more adapted to domestic 

buildings. 

The sy1es varied with the ascendancy of one master 

cabinet-maker after another; the names of the master- 

designers of furniture eclipsed those of' the reigning 

sovereigns. About this time such men as Chippendale, 

Robert Adam, Hepplewhite, and Sheraton began to produce 

their designs with the re.u1t that this period saw the 

highest technical accomplishments, anu a degree of 

specialization hitherto unaoproached. The working of the 

nglish Renaissance caused the English house rapidly to 

lose its forbidaing character, and for the first time the 

house possessed what was primarily a domestic character. 
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The middle class dwelling was developed, and considerable 

attention was given to the important matter of design. 

THOMAS CHIPPENDALE 

1717-1779 

Thomas Chippendale was born near London in 1717 and 

died in 1779. He was the son of a wood-carver an cabinet- 

maker and seemed to inherit his artistic ability and love 

of fine furniture. 

Chippendale was a wonderful adopter of styles, obtain- 

Ing his inspiration from various sources. He had the 

ability to combine elements into a harmonious whole. He 

used a variety of French, Chinese, Gothic, and Lutch de- 

signs, aaapting them to suit his purpose. His first style 

was the rococo, and after this came the rage for Chinese 

designs, an lastly the plain and solid style. He used 

dark, rich mahogany for the furniture, which was an excellent 

wood for carving. He exemplified the principle that each 

part of furniture shou1i be adapted to its use, and that 

overloading an article with ornament aid not necessarily add 
i 

to its beauty. His workmanship and skill as a carver were 

of the highest order. His designs were daring. Chippendale 

was the dominant figure in English furniture design for a 

quarter of a century. 

1. Lioore, N. H., The Old Furniture Book, page 58. 
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Chippendale was a master carver, and never used inlay 

for decoration, preferring to prouuce the decoration by 

carving. Mahogany was his ravorite wood, but he also 

employed walnut, maple, cherry, and birch. Fashions in 

clothing changed, and the hoop-skirt, ruffles, and flounces 

worn by the ladies, and embroidered waistcoats, with 

stiffened coat skirts, worn oy a modish ent1eman could not 

adept themselves comfortably in chairs with arms, so chairs 

without arms and tabourets were quite necessary for comfort. 

The backs of Chippendale chairs have always been noted 

for their beauty and conformation to the styles he followed. 

There are four vieil known types of chairs: the ladder-back, 

so-called because of a number of horizontal bars beteen the 

uprights; Chinese fret-work patterns with square backs; the 

ribbon, or etRibbandit back, which has a carved splat consist- 

ing of loops; the splat-back which is identified by the 

piercing or interlacing of various designs in the splat. 

The ball-and-claw root is a characteristic motif. This was 

used with the bandy-legged queen Ane type of chair. 

Chippendale's Chinese designs were inrluenced by the 

growth of' England's trade with the Orient, and he designed 

many pieces with pagoda tops, Chinese lattice work, fret- 

work, fret-work carving, and elaborate uetails, due to the 

vogue for oriental things. 

Card-tables were made in great variety and numbers by 

Chipuendale, as card-playing was one of the fashionable 



pursuits of the day in England, an 

were needed to accommodate the gay 

cards had always been an amusement 
i 

were many gaxaes in voue. 

Of all the Georges, George II 

many of these tables 

world. Gambling at 

at courts, and there 

had the most reckless 
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propensities, and lost large sums in extravagant gambling. 

Not alone at court were card-tables in demand, but nearly 

every country family sat ctown of an evening to a quiet game 

of cards, so that many card-tables were necessary to please 

the patrons. 

il1 Chippenaale's construction was solid, and beauti- 

fully and substantially proportioned. His style expressed 

the rich, ornate life of the period, ana has great deco- 

rative value. 

The Chippendale period divides itself into what is 

commonly called the Early, or Georgian style, with the 

cabriole leg, ball and claw feet, and ribbon back; and the 

Later, or Chinese Chippendale lattice back. This period 

marked the revival of the four poster bed which had not 

been used since the sixteenth century. trength, beauty, 

and auaptability to the use for which the piece vzas made 

are characteristics of Chippendale's furniture. He was 

the first cabinet-maker to have a style of furniture design 

1. Moore, N. H., The Old i?urniture Book, page 63. 
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called by his name. 

ADAM BROTHERS 

1762-1792 

The Adam Brothers, Robert, James, John, and .lilliam, 

besides being architects and builders, became interior 

uecorators as well, adopting the Creek term for brothers, 

Adeiphi, as their professional signature. Robert Adam was 

the most famous. Robert studied architecture and became 

an enthusiastic student of the Roman style. He made an 

extendea tour through Italy, and returnea with sketches, 

and measured drawings of ancient classical buildings. 

James Adam took an active part in the business with his 

brother Robert. They designed many famous 3uildings, and 

carriea out the construction of them. 1any of their 

original drawings can be seen in the oane Luseuin in 

London. 

Houses and buildings aesigned ana erected by the Adern 

brothers are found in many parts of England. The first 

thing we observe in studying rooms designed by the Adern 

brothers is the beautiful proportion of length, breadth, 

and height; also the shape of the room may strike us as 

being different from the ordinary house, as many of the 

rooms are octagonal, circular or perfectly square. Graeco- 
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Plate XIII Clifford, "Period Furnishings,t' p. 199 
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Roman classical ornament was the style of the Adeiphi, 

introducinß such motifs as swags of husks, or bell i1owers, 

a motif probably copied from the acanthus plant. The Greek 

Anthemion, knovin in dam ecoration as the conventionalized 
honeysuckle, acanthus lear scrolls, and the Grecian vase and 

lamp were uelicate and restrained types of ornamentation. 

On ceilings ana walls paneled effects were obtained 
with mouldings. Frequently painted panels were introduced 
in decoration for walls and ceilings. 

Contemporary furniture aid not suit the delph1 style, 
so the Adam brothers designed furniture a)propriate to their 
needs. They turned their attention to furniture that would 

be appropriate in rooms o Greek or Roman style. Their 
designs were on classic lines, being influenced by the 

excavations of Pompeii and lierculaneum. They also revived 
the Italian process of "gesso." 

Many pieces were painted white, green, or grey; others 
were in gilt. Painted panels, such as are found decorating 
the inside walls of Adam syle houses, were also used in 
the furniture. Angelica Kauffxnann painted. some of the 

furniture of this style. Iany of the painted and decorated 

pieces are spoken of as "Pergolesi" furniture, as Michael 

Pergolesi was an Italian artist brought over to England by 

Robert dain. 

The principal characteristics of Adam style showed 
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A HEPPLEWHITE INTERIOR. 

Plate XIV Cliffd, "Period Furnishings," p. 192 
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straight lines predominant, but curved lines were intro- 

duced in seating furniture and fronts of console tables 

ana cabinets. The scale in the late eighteenth century 

was much more aelicate than in earlier periods. 

Mahogany and satin wooa were the preferrea styles of 

wood employed. The carving was of the utmost aelicacy and 

refinement. They introduced satin woou which they deco- 

rated with medallions of marqueterie of some darker wood, 

as tulip, rosewood, or mahogany. These pieces were never 

overloaded with ornarient, but retained simple, graceful 

lines. Gilding was also used. 

HEPPLE iHI TE 

1770-1790 

George Hepplewhite was responsible for some of the most 

graceful furniture that was produced in England in the late 

eighteenth century. 0f Hepplewhite, the man, we know very 

little. ie have rio record of his birth or date of his 

death. 

The furniture of liepplewhite was lighter in construction 

than the earlier Georgian pieces, although .rot so delicate 

as Sheraton's tall, narrow types. Clothes had shrunk in 

dimensions, no more hoops embarrassed their wearers, the 

stiffness dias banished from coat tails, and, as a result, 



the furniture was made smaller. As the chairs became smaller, 

lt was no longer necessary to make the legs of the chairs so 

heavy and the appearance of f rai1lty was enhanced by groov- 
i 

ings and flutings. 

Painted decoraticn is typical. The French style of 

Louis XVI was in evidence in his work, the classic school 

of Adam was Qoubtiess his inspiration, but his ng1ish 

types resemble sheraton's. 

His chair designs made him famous, especially his 

shield-back chairs, which were a novelty in .nglish homes. 

The shield-back is usually recognized as a sure mark of a 

Hepplewhite chair, but there are many other styles--oval 

backs, heart shapes, ana others. The inside treatment of 

these curved chair backs was particularly varied. Some 

follow the shape of a Grecian vase, others, the lyre shape. 

Ears of wheat were cleverly carved to form the decorative 

motif inside the oval frame. The three feathers known as 

the ttprjflce of VialestT feathers were also used. (These were 

supposed to have been made for the Prince of .iales who 

afterwards became George IV.) 

Legs on cabinets, chairs, and other pieces of funiture 

were of several kincs. There was the square tapering leg 

with a spade or "shoe" foot; also the round, tapering and 

1. Moore, N. H., The Old Furniture Book, page 81. 
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Plate XV Clifford, 9Period Furnishings," p. 192 



reeded leg, and others vh1ch came down fairly straight with 

a slight flare at the bottom. 

Tables were made in a variety of patterns, always with 

the curved line predominating in their shape. Sotas and 

armchairs were made and covered in many kins of fabrics. 

These upholstered pieces were never heavy, but they were 

in proportion to the general feeling of the rooms they were 

to ±urnish anc to the elegance of the furniture in general. 

One of the many attractions of Hepplewhite furniture 

is its ecual adaptability to Chippendale and classic Adam 

styles. Hepplewhite borrowed form from every source that 

he could adapt to his OVifl designs. Many of his chairs are 

istinct1y French in taste, and can be combined in any room 

with later Louis periods. 

THOMAS SHERATON 

l7bO-1806 

Thomas Sheraton was a contemporary with George Hepple- 

white an the dam brothers, and his work indicates that he 

was influenced by the classical designs dominating at this 

period. lie was born in Stockton-on-Tees in the year 1750. 

lie was a cabinet-maker by trade, but on arriving in London 

in the year 1790, he seems to have devoted most of his time 

to preaching, and publishing his book, "The Cabinet-maker 

and Upholsterer's Drawing Book," anu the designs contained 

in this book inspired much of the late eighteenth and early 



nineteenth century furniture in both England and .A.merica. 

Satinwood was the mode of the aay, and while many of 

his designs were intended to be executed in mahogany, the 

larger pieces and many chairs were aesigned ror satinwood. 

lie emphasized the straight line, as did Hepplewhite, and 

reverted to simple classic ornament. He never permitted 

ornament to interfere with the practical purpose of the 

article. implicity of form was characteristic of his 

ork. 

sheraton chairs were generally known by the round leg, 

fluted or reeded, or otherwise embellished, but always 

without underframing. In armchairs the effect of this 

rounded leg, frox which the rni arose, was a beautiful corn- 

pleteness of uesign. The chair back was full of indi- 

viduality. The characteristic chair was the sQuare back 

type, in keeping with his straight line principles. The 

back was sometimes caned, but usually oen with slender 

framing. Sheraton occasionally used a type of shield-back 

chair, but it was cuistinguished from Hepplewhite's by the 

top rail being broken in the center by a straight rail 

raised above the curved shoulders. 

Sofas of sheraton's were long and simple in shape with 

very little curving, but a most pleasing elegance. The legs 

were like those of chairs, almost invariably round, and four 

were placed across the front. An unbroken frame of wood ex- 
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tended from the top of the front leg to form the arms and to 

outline the back which was rectangular. 

Perhaps the most loved legacy of Sheraton in this 

country is the side-board. di unite in having four taper 

legs uividing up the front space. ¿heraton was responsible 

for the style of aesk known as the kianey shape, anti of many 

knee-hole designs with flat tops. It may be said the styles 

of 3heraton were honest, speaking of high morality and culti- 

vation on the part of their designer. 
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CHAPTIR IV. 

CONCLUSION 

A history of furniture is a history of the soul of a 

people, with its extremes of grandeur and degradation, of 

achievement and failure. Of all the eras of furniture and 

decoration that of the eighteenth century seems to be the 

most intriguing. A comparison of the interiors and fur- 

nishings of the French and English houses of that era show 

differences as well as similarities. These differences and 

similarities reflect a very marked influence of the political, 

economic and social conditions of these countries of that 

period. 

The political and economic conditions played an ex- 

tremely important role. In either country the interiors 

and the furnishings of the house reflect that spirit of the 

t i mes. 

During the reign of Louis XV the disorganizatIon of 

the finances was most important in political results. 

Legislative power belonged to the reigning sovereign; taxes 

could be Imposed by him alone, as his authority was supreme. 

A most oppressive system of taxation was the result. The 

laws were unjust, giving no security to the laborer, who 

was forced to submit to overwhelming taxation, while the 

officers of the crown squandered the money in reckless 
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living. Most of the grandeur was restricted to a limited 

class. It was not until the last part or the eighteenth 

century that the system of taxation was changed. Fixed 

privileges to a few were abolished, giving social democ- 

racy to all. 

The political history of ng1and in the eighteenth 

century was under the control of the whig party until the 

accession of George III. The tory ministry then came into 

power, continuing until the end of the century. Money was 

needed for the service of the country. The policy of the 

whig party was that the greatest taxation should come from 

the land. However, the tory ministry laici auties on im- 

ports, and levied taxes on trade. The furniture in the 

early part of tile century showed German influence, but in 

the la;ter part of the century expressed English influence. 

In the eighteenth century the population of both 

France and England showed a decided increase. 

The French government assumed control of the high- 

ways early in the century, and French trade and commerce 

aeveloped with great rapidity. This brought about con- 

ditions favorable to the circulation of merchanuise. An 

example of this was the French Provincial furniture, -- 

copies of the elegant court furniture out in simpler mater- 

ials and woods. 

England at this time was an agricultural country, with 
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a few scattered cities. The rise of the factory system of 

manufacture to replace the uomestic system shifted the pop- 

ulation to the factory centers. The result was that the 

poorer class of people had less furniture. The develop- 

ment of the industrial revolution came first in England 

because of the relative abundance of skillea and unskilled 

labor, and an ever growing demana. for English goods. 

Expansion of commerce to the East brought China to the 

doors of France and England, and 

of design. These gave a lighter 

and wall coverings. Both French 

played designs of Chinese vases, 

tapestries were designed for the 

oriental influence. 

Travel oecarae more general 

with it caine oriental ideas 

character to the furniture 

anu English textiles ais- 

scenery and figures. Many 

Beauvais works with this 

luring the last half of the 

century. Gentlemen of France and England made the "grand 

tour", visiting such places as Herculaneum and Greece, and 

such experiences were in turn reflected in the furniture of 

their respective countries. The importations of foreign 

artists also influenced interiors. 

In addition to the political and economic influences 

may be added the social factors. During the reign of 

Louis XV France was pleasure-loving, frivolous and ex- 

travagant. Furniture was made to satisfy this kind of life. 

Social customs very definitely iffluenced the design of 
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furniture and rooms. Gambling, o.rinking anu card-playing 

produced many small tables; cock-fighting produced the 

straddling chair. The prevalence of the salon produced 

smaller rooms for which were evolved smaller and more 

luxurious furniture. The design of the furniture was also 

influenced by the character of the costumes. 

As the eighteenth century drew to a close, French and 

English interiors and their fittings reflected a skilful 

organization of economic, social ana aesthetic factors to 

the perfection of a Droduction of a perfect whole. 
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APPENDIX 

A FRENCH AND ENGLISH PERIODS OF TI EIGITEENTH CENTURY 

Louis Quinze 

Louis XV 1715-1774 

Regency 

Rococo 

Louis eize 

Louis XVI 1774-1793 

Revolutionary 1793-1795 

Directoire 1795-1799 

Consulate 1799-1804 

ENGLISH 

Georgian Period. 1720-1810 

George I 1714-172? 

George II 1727-17ó0 

Thomas Chippendale 1709-1779 

George III 1760-1820 

Robert J. Adam 1762-1792 

Thomas sheraton 1750-1806 

George Hepplewhite 1770-1790 

79 

fi 
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B LIST OF NOTED ARTISTS, ARCHITECTS AND CABINET-MAKERS 

'BNCH EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 

Louis XV--Artists: 

Francois Boucher 

Jean Antoine iatteau 

Robert Martin 

Charles Coypel 

Le Prince 

Jean Jacques 

Madame Pompadour, Mistress 

Coriptesse du Barry, Mistress 

Berlin de Fonteney 

Jean Baptiste Oudry 

Messonier 

Gravelotte 

Jean Baptiste Huet 

Louis XV--Cablnet-makers: 

Andre Charles Boulle 

Juste Aurele Lieissonnier 

Jean Henri Riesner 

Pierre Gouthiere 

Jean Francois Oeben 

Charles Cressent 

Philippe Caffiere 

1703-1770 

1694-1721 

1694-1752 

IwI 

1745-1764 

1768-1774 

1686-1775 

1745-1811 

1642-1732 
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Louis XVI 

David Roentgen 

Jacques Louis David--court painter 
Iarie Antoinette--ueen 

Empi re 

David--dictator of style 
Lignereux, Jacobs Bros.--cabinet-niakers 
Charles Perder, Fontaine, De La Londe-- 

architect s 

Napole on--Eraperor 

ENGLISH EIGHT TH CrURY 

EARLY GEORGIAN 

Period of George I 1715-1727 

Vlilliam Hogarth, artist and critic 1697-1764 

Grinling Gibbons 1648-1721 

Sir Christopher Jren 1632-1724 

Isaac Ware, published tCoiip1ete 
Body of Architecture" 1750 

Jemes Gibbs 1394 

Sir John Brugh (contemporary) 

Thomas trcher (contemporary of 
Kent) 

braham Swan, published "The 
British Architect" 1745 
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William Kent, Painter, architect 
and designer 16a4-1748 

W. Jones, published "Gentlemen 
or Builders Companion" 1739 

James Paine 1725-1789 

MIDDLE GEORGIAN 

Period of George II 1727-1779 

Thomas Chippendale, published 
"Gentleman and Cabinet- 
maker's Lirector" 1708-1779 

Robert Manwaring, published book 1765 

mce and Mayhew, published book 1762 

Isaac Vïare, best work about 1750-1756 

Josiah Wedgwood, famous for 
plaques and pottery 1730-1795 

Francesco Bartolozzi, born 1710, 
moved to England 1767 

William Halfpenny, issued a book 
on Chinese architecture and 
furniture l70 

LATE G0RGIAN 

Period of George III 1760-1820 

R. and J. Adam, published first 
volume on Italian art 1764 

:1.. Carter, followed Adam style 

Antonio c,uech1, painter (worked 
for Adam) 

Angelica Kauffmaan, ceiling and 
wood painter 
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Cipriani, Italian designer, worked 
in England in 1732-1785 

Pergolesi, painter (worked for 
Adam) 1775 

(i11iam Clement, made first long 
clock case 1780 

Sheraton, published book in 1791 

Shearer, published book in 1787 

Hepplewhlte, published books in 1789 

N. Val11s, published books of 
ornaments in 1771 

i. Thomas and Joseph Rose, 
painters and decorators 

M. k. Pergolesi 

Antonio Verrio 

Sir Joshua Reynolds 

George Romney 

Richard !ilson 

Gainaborough 

Henry Raeburn 

¿ir Thomas Lawrence 


